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Foreword

The purpose of this research effort is to respond to a requirement for an
accurate, noncontaminating means of developing known low concentrations of

chemical agents in agent-generating devices for the Chemical Research, %
Development, and Engineering Center (CRDEC) The current system uses as a
flow source a combination of pressure regulators, rotometers, and needle
valves, which are connected by plastic tubing. This configuration has the
following undesirable properties:

1. Contamination from the interconnecting tubing

2. Inaccurate measurement of low flow rates

3. Insufficient flow ranges and resolution due to the limitations of the
rotometers

4. Poor temperature regulation of the chemical agents before mixing

The use of fluidics will allow these obstacles to be overcome by replacing
the present flow source with a monolithic device consisting of a stainless
steel manifold on which stacks of fluidic laminates and flow control' valves 0

will be mounted. This in turn can be incorporated directly into the
temperature-controlled oven of the existing unit.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gas chromatography plays a key role in the detection of small quantities
of active reagents in a large volume of relatively inert gas. This is parti- I
cularly true when one desires to measure reagent amounts in the parts-per- .0 V
billion range. While the chromatograph allows the detection and resolution of I
these small amounts, the utility of the instrument depends entirely on its
being calibratable in the parts-per-billion range.

One method of calibration is to use permeation effects. One takes a S
sample of the reagent to be measured and encloses it in a sealed container
with in opening blocked by a porous plug or a capillary tube. If a constant
v!- -pressure is maintained inside the container, a constant flow of reagent
w.IL leave the container. The vapor pressure is controlled by the container
being enclosed in a temperature-regulated oven. The container is weighed
before and after a fixed time in the oven; the difference is the loss of mass 0
of the reagent during the elapsed time.

When the permeation flow is properly diluted, the slow rate of permeation
flow permits calibration in the parts-per-billion range.

Permeation calibrators are not new and are available commercially. Before •
the project reported on here, permeation calibrators had poor performance
because of a number of factors, among them (a) poor flow-measurement accuracy,
particularly in the low ranges, (b) complete inability to measure flows in low
ranges (on the order of a few milliliters per minute), (c) relatively coarse
temperature control giving large vapor pressure variations, (d) poorly sealed
fittings, which made it difficult and risky to calibrate dangerous reagents,
and (e) large amounts of plastic and corrosive metals present in the flow
paths, which gave false signatures of certain reagents to the chromatograph.

With these considerations in mind, the Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL),
under the sponsorship of the Chemical Research, Development, and Engineering

Center (CRDEC), set out to design a new calibrator to reduce the previous 0
shortcomings and improve performance by at least an order of magnitude.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF HDL-CRDEC CHEMICAL CALIBRATOR

As shown in figure 1, a flow diagram of the calibrator, the carrier gas 9
enters the calibrator, passes through a heat exchanger, and then separates
into two streams in the isolation chamber. One stream goes to the dilution-
adjusting valve where the flow of the largest quantity of gas is controlled
from 2 to 40 liters per minute (1/min). A second and smaller stream goes to
the permeation-adjusting valve which controls its flow from 18 to 100 mI/min.
In the dilution stream, the gas goes directly to the mixing chamber to mix
with the permeation flow.

The permeation stream leaves the permeation-adjusting valve and passes
through a fluidic flowmeter. It then passes through the permeation oven,
which contains a reagent-charged permeation tube. This inner oven has its
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Figure 1. Block diagram showing mechanical schematic ,.-4.

of system.

temperature controlled to a few thousandths of a degree. Within the oven, the
permeation flow mixes with the reagent flow from the tube and then enters the

mixing chamber. --

The flow from the mixing chamber then enters the total flowmeter and exits
the calibrator into the analytical instrumentation or gas chromatograph.

The components of this instrument fall into four main groups:

,) the thermal components, including the double oven, heat exchanger, and
temperature controls,

(2) the flow path components, including the isolation chamber, mixing
chamber, inner oven exit tube, and tube fittings,

(3) the low-flow and high-flow fluidic flowmeters, and

(4) the electronic circuitry, which includes the microphones and
amplifiers, the signal filters and conditioners, and the display ,

circuitry.

A detailed description of each group follows.
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2.1 Thermal Components

The heart of the thermal design is the stainless steel double oven.
The outer oven has a silicone rubber resistance heater wrapped around its -

exterior. The temperature of this outer oven is controlled by a thermistor
within the outer oven, which transmits information to a Yellow Springs model
63RC temperature controller whose specifications call for maintenance of a
given set point within ±0.050C. This outer oven contains the heat exchanger,
the isolation chamber, the control valves, the permeation oven, the mixing%
chamber, and most importantly, the fluidic flowmeters. Surrounding the outer
oven is a 2-in, layer of urethane foam to provide good thermal insulation.
Putting the entire flow path within the outer oven gives maximum thermal
stabil ity.

Within the outer oven, the permeation oven consists of a solid block
of stainless steel shaped like an inverted 'IT," with both the dilution-
adjusting valve and the permeation-adjusting valve as integral components of
the block. Both valves have thermally isolated stems to block direct heat
flow from the inner oven to the outside controls. Bolted to the block in
intimate thermal contact with it are the two fluidic flowmeters, one on each
side of the block. The inner portion of the permeation oven has a cylindrical
cavity in which the permeation tube itself is placed. The thermal control.
system for the permeation oven consists of thermistors epoxied to holes in the .
block for good thermal contact. These thermistors provide the control signals
for a Yellow Springs model 72 temperature controller which has a stated res-
olution of ±0.0020C from a fixed set point. Three rod heaters are embedded in
the block and are regulated by the temperature controller.

The major opening in the inner oven is, of course, the permeation
chamber into which permeation tubes of various shapes, sizes, and materials
may be placed, up to its maximum capacity of 3/J4 in. diameter by 5 in. long.

The gas passages within this oven form a small labyrinth connecting
the various components of the flow path as shown in figure 1.

The permeation oven opens for sample insertion and retrieval with a
cover sealed with a gold 0-ring 0.012 in. thick. The cover is welded to a
coil of 1/8-in, tubing which in turn is welded to the mixing chamber. Elastic
deflection of the coil permits the cover to be easily displaced for sample
removal.

2.2 Flow Path Components

The mixing chamber is of labyrinth design, incorporating twelve 900
turns in the flow path to maximize turbulence and insure adequate mixing of
the dilution gas stream and the regeant-containing stream from the permeation
oven. Some additional mixing occurs during the passage of the gases through
the permeation oven labyrinth and the total flowmeter.

9J ..



The isolation chamber is designed to minimize dynamic pressure ef-
fects due to changing flow conditions on the dilution line. A volume, large
compared to equivalent lengths of tubing, is the basis of the isolation
chamber. The flow entrances and exits are at right angles so that the flowing
gas does not enter other openings directly. Thus, the flow variations are
largely the result of static pressure effects rather than dynamic pressure
ones.

The gas enters the calibrator through a heat exchanger inside the
outer oven and outside the inner oven. This heat exchanger consists of two
bifilar wound coils of stainless steel tubing with parallel connections to
both ends of the coil for appropriate pressure drops.

Since the gas is heated during a comparatively long passage of ap-
proximately 50 ft within the heat exchanger, the temperature of the air
entering the inner oven may be adjusted so that it enters the inner oven at

close to the same temperature as the inner oven itself. The gas temperature
is further equalized to that of the oven by passage through the block
labyrinth.

The flow path is contructed entirely of stainless steel. The few W..

internal fittings are of the Swagelok type with conical gaskets around the
tubing. These fittings have shown no leakage at the moderate pressures used

* in the calibrator.

It is important to note that all connections in the flow path are
either welded steel or compression sealed. This type of construction does not ',
have any plastic in contact with the flow streams to give false signatures to
the chromatograph, eliminating a major objection to previous calibrators.

2.3 Fluidic Flowmeters

The fluidic flowmeters constitute the principal element that permits
flow measurement over the ranges required for calibrator operation. The di-
lution flowmeter is assembled using HDL's C-format laminates [1]. The unit is
a three-staged device: that is, there are three active component stages which
are interconnected using various transfer laminates to form a fluidic circuit.
The order of assembly, or stacking order, for this circuit is listed in
appendix A.

The permeation flowmeter is a single-staged device which is built of
HDL X-format laminates. Since these laminates are physically smaller than C-
format types, this device can measure the low flowrates (on the order of
several milliliters per minute) associated with the permeation process.

The design approach used is basically the same for both fiowmeters.
The analysis and theory involved in this design are presented in greater
detail in section 3.

10
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2.4j Signal Processing

The pressure signals from the oscillators are converted to electrical

signals through the use of high-performance subminiature capacitor microphones
manufactured by Gentex, specifically, the Gentex model 3010. This microphone
is designed to meet military standards, and its frequency response is well

V suited to the operating bandwidth of the fluidic devices.

The use of three-staged devices causes a considerable amount of noise
to develop in the feedback line of the oscillator. This noise is found to be
a function of the amount of flow passing through the system, and is made up
mostly of high-frequency components. There is, however, enough noise generat-
ed within the frequency band to cause problems in transducing the signal over
the entire range of oscillation. This problem is circumvented by employing
both fluidic and electrical filters on the signal.

The fluidic low-pass filter consists of-a capacitive volume placed at

* the output of the third stage of the oscillator within the feedback loop.
This volume acts as an acoustic low-pass f ilter. Analogous acoustical and
electrical schematics of such a filter are illustrated in figure 2.

53 Bench testing showed that an acoustical filter alone would not pro-
- vide enough filtering because such a design is limited by the loading con- 3

4.. straints imposed by the fluidic circuitry. Therefore, additional filtering of
the microphone's output signal is necessary.

Initially, a fixed-bandwidth, low-pass filter was designed to further
remove high-frequency components of the signal. This approach encountered
problems however, because of harmonic distortion of the signal at low flow
rates (corresponding to low frequencies). The next step, therefore, was to
design some type of tracking filter which would automatically shift its
bandwidth and track the signal as it changed frequency.

This was accomplished by implementing an Analog Devices AD5341
multiplier chip configured as a voltage-controlled low-pass filter (VCLPF).

(a) (b) ()"

CA M CA

Tletrica C
ElecticalAcoustical

Figure 2. LC lowpass filter. (a) electrical
schematic, (b) mechanical equivalent, and
(c) frequency response.

Frequency



The block diagram of this circuit is shown in figure 3. The control voltage -

is supplied by the output of the Analog Devices AD451J frequency-to-voltage
converter which is used to drive the liquid-crystal displays (LCD's). The V_ 'b

final version of this filter consisted of a four-stage circuit, whose cutoff -Z

frequency response can be seen in figure 4..

The permeation flowmeter does not have the severe problem of flow
noise because of the low flowrates involved. Therefore, the fluidic low-pass
filter is adequate for this signal and no electronic filtering is used.

Reagent signal: S

[ : Frequency _ 1""

to "''

voltage,,-°..,
>converter •

Microphone Output IOutput ,

amplifier display

Dilution signal: " ,Filter control signal'S
Voltage- Frequency,.. ,"r

~controlled to .,u
low-pass voltage '..2_

filter >convertero.
OutputOutput

Microphone amplifier

Figure 3. Electronic signal-processing block diagram.
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After filtering, the signal is amplified and sent to a frequency-to-

voltage converter. This electronic device has a linear relationship between

input frequency and output voltage (dc). This output voltage is used to drive

the LCD's and, in the case of the dilution flowmeter, it also controls the

cutoff frequency of the tracking filter.

3. FLUIDIC FLOWMETER ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

3.1 Theory of Operation

Figure 5 shows a schematic of a fluidic oscillator consisting of a C-

format laminar proportional amplifier (LPA) [2-4] with feedback lines coupling

the outputs with the inputs. The period of oscillation, T, for this device can

be written as

2(tj (t) t,

where

tj = signal transport time of the supply jet from the nozzle to the 0

splitter,

tf = time constant of the feedback channel, and

ta = acoustic time delay of the feedback channel.

The output frequency of this device is

f 1 (2)

The dominant term in equation (1) is the signal transport time, t. When tf

and ta are sufficiently small, equation (2) can be approximated as

f t- (2a)

Feedback line

Flow -F> / "-"-

i Frequency output "

low Time

out "- '

Figure 5. Single-stage oscillator circuit diagram. S
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The volumetric flow rate, Qj through the oscillator can be expressed as *

Q. A.V (3)

where

A. = cross-sectional area of the amplifier nozzle and

V - average throughput velocity. O

The nozzle area can be written as

A. = h b = ob2 (4)
3 ss s S

where

hs  = nozzle height,

= nozzle width, and -

= aspect ratio = hs/b s .

The signal transport time can be expressed as

t 2X S P (5)
S V '. . . , ,

where

Xsp = nozzle-to-splitter distance.

%'.

The velocity can be expressed as "

C 1Q

where

C1 = velocity profile constant (-0.5 for o > 1).

Substituting equations (4) and (6) into equation (5) gives

4X ob2

3P
sp s (7)-w

This implies

f =KQj (8)

where

" ."".
14
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K = (9)

4Xsp~b2 0_ i

Combining equations (8) and (9) with proper units yields

521Q (1/min) (10)

ab3 (mm)
SS

In equation (8), K is a constant independent of properties or temperature.
Experimental results are shown in figure 6. When the linear relationship
defined by equation (8) occurs in a device, the device is a volumetric "
flowmeter. However, it can be shown that as the frequency of oscillation
increases, the contributions of the acoustic delay and time constant of the
feedback lines increase, causing a nonlinear relationship between supply flow
and output frequency. In general, state-of-the-art fluidic oscillators have T
at best a linear region of 10:1. In a single-amplifier configuration, the r
only way to maintain the predominance of the transport term (tj) is by making
the device large and the feedback distance short. There is a fundamental
limit to this reasoning, as shown by the dashed line in figure 7.

1000- 0 Air

* N2 _ ":

0 Argon
800 -

Zi: 600.

or

2? 400-0
IL

o0 0. 0.2 0.4 0.5

Flowrate (1pmn)

Figure 6. Volumetric flowmeter experimental

data (various gases). P

(--p .? -% .
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3.2 Design Considerations .

One way to circumvent this problem of limited turndown range is to
build multiple-staged oscillators. By following this approach, fluidic gain
blocks can be constructed with multiple internal amplifiers without substan- -.-

tially increasing the length of the feedback lines, and by so doing, the total
transport time is dramatically increased. In fact, experimental evidence has .
shown that the transport time may be increased by a factor of N, where N is
the numher of stages in a gain block. Theoretically, one might expect an N-
fold increase in turndown for a volumetric flowmeter of such a configuration.

Multiple staging of amplifiers will also considerably reduce the fre-
quency of the device (again by approximately a factor of N). This helps , 0 ,]
overcome another limitation of a single-stage oscillator, the problem of - ,
edgetoning.

An edgetone is characterized experimentally by a sudden jump in fre-
quency as the operating frequency approaches the edgetone frequency (see fig.
8). Several theories have been presented (Nyborg [6], Powell [7], and Meyer
[8]) that attempt to explain this phenomenon. There seems to be little doubt
that edgetones result from some type of sustained internal feedback in the jet
region which is enhanced under certain loading conditions. This report does
not go into detail on the theory of edgetones, but rather tries to explain how
to go about avoiding them. Staging amplifiers within an oscillator will have
the effect of decreasing the jet velocities in the said stages for a corres-
ponding supply flow to the unit. This causes the output frequency to remain
well below the edgetone frequency and to operate within the normal mode of

oscillation.

16
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1000.0
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Flow versus frequency data have been accumulated using various configur-
ations of single- and multiple-staged oscillators. Testing of the single-
stage units yielded several predictable trends. As aspect ratio and nozzle

width increased, the linear region of the flow-versus-frequency curve
expanded, as shown in figure 9. This observation dictated the use of bs =
0.030-in. amplifiers (the largest available in C-format) as the preferred
unit.

The simplified theory expressed by equation (10) agrees with the test
results. As aspect ratio increases, equation (10) more closely follows data;
this is illustrated in figure 10. This trend is due to the boundary effects
on the jet's velocity profile for low aspect ratios. As aspect ratio
increases, the approximation of average velocity in equations (3), (5), and
(6) becomes valid.

With the information gathered by testing the single-stage oscillators used
as a design guide, testing was begun on multiple-stage oscillators. A
schematic of an N-stage oscillator is shown in figure 11. In an effort to

keep the feedback lengths as short as possible, only odd numbers of stages
were considered. Configurations employing an even number of stages neces-
sitate cross-coupling of the feedback lines from the output of the last stage
to the input of the first, which increases the total feedback length.

The idea of increasing aspect ratio to give increased linear ranges holds
true for multiple-staged oscillators as well, as shown in figure 12. This

approach has a fundamental limitation, however, because as aspect ratio
increases, the f.ow needed to incite oscillation also increases. This obser-
vation gave rise to the idea of progressively increasing the aspect ratios of

17
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Figure 11. N-staged oscillator schematic.

400.0, ol.~012.3 = 3.0 , ,

350.0

300.0 01,23 4.0.

z_.4

250.0L) Figure 12. Multistaged oscillators,"

C0

2000 with increasing uniform aspect ratio."

150.0 1,2,3 =5.33 -

100.0

50.0 ,,,,'e.

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0

Flow (Ipm) '.4

the separate stages internal to the multiple-staged units; i.e., 01 < 02 <
a . This approach in fact was successful. By steadily increasing the size of
t e second and third stages in a three-stage oscillator, while keeping the
first stage smaller, we achieved a significant increase in the linear region •

of the flow-frequency curve. This is shown in figure 13. The division of
flow in the stick enabled the first stage to initiate oscillation at low
flows, while the larger stages sustained the oscillation at higher flow rates.
Using this as a design guide, we achieved a turndown of over 30:1 using a
three-stage oscillator with aspect ratios of 01 = 3.0, 02 = 4.0, and 03 = 8.3
(fig. 14). 0
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400.0 o123.0, 03 4.33

350.0 01.2 = 3.0,
03=5.330

300.0 
_

N%

> 250.0
C Figure 13. Three-stage oscillators
a 200.06 30 03 6.67 with increasing aspect ratios.
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7-

100.0

50.0

0.0
00I I I 

.

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0

Flow (Ipm)

500.0

400.0 .

N3 o =4
300.0 

02 4

* 03 8.3

03 Figure 14. Three-stage flowmeter: -

200.0 01 = 3, 02 = 4, and 03 = 8.3. .
a)3

100.0"

0.0 L0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Flow (Ipm)

5. PERFORMANCE TESTING OF HDL-CRDEC CALIBRATOR

In actual use, a permeation tube containing a sample of the reagent is
weighed. The tube is then placed in the calibrator and a set temperature
maintained in the calibrator through the controls of the calibrator. After a
comparatively long period of time (up to a week), the tube is taken out of the .
oven and reweighed. The loss in mass divided by the elapsed time gives the
mass flow rate of the reagent. It is clear that the accuracy of the instru- .

ment depends on three independent sets of measurements, namely, the loss of 'p.

mass of the reagent tube, the measurement of flow rates, and the measurement

of the temperature-time integral of the oven. '..
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The loss in mass is easily measured on highly accurate chemical balances
and is not a function of calibrator development.

Por the fluidic flow measurement, HDL uses secondary standard resistive -

Vol-o-Flo flowmeters that are calibrated by the U.S. Army Primary Standards
Laboratory at Redstone Arsenal, AL. These flowmeters display an accuracy of

±0.30 percent of reading. The calibrator flow measurements were quite repeat-
able and displayed no measurable hysteresis within the measurement capability

of the Vol-o-Flo flowmeters. The calibration curves for the two flowmeters
are shown in figures 15 and 16. 0

*...*.

1.2

1.0

=o 0.8

S0.6

0.4

0.2

.- ..

0.01
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0 120.0

Flow (cm 3/min) 0

Figure 15. Permeation flowmeter

calibration curve.

10.0

40

8.0

6.0--

0

2.0

0.0

0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80,0 100.0
Flow (Ipm)

Figure 16. Dilution flowmeter

calibration curve.
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Since the temperature regulators had been on the market for many years and -JFhad performed well in other applications, it was decided to eliminate detailed.,-F6I
thermal testing and use the manufacturer's specifications as an indication of .
temperature control. Even if the putative resolution of 0.002 0 C average
deviation from the set point is exceeded by a factor of five, the oven still
has a resolution of 0.010C average deviation. This far exceeds the perform-
ance of previously available calibrators. 

V

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The calibrator has been in the field for over two years as of the date of
this report, and user response has been very favorable. The basic design is
sound and has exceeded its performance goals. As far as future developments
in this field are concerned, numerous improvements could be made:

(1 ) The fluidic oscillators can be made of smaller dimensions (with
features as small as microns) to enable the permeation flowmeter to detect
lower flowrates, thereby increasing the dilution ratio of the instrument.

(2) A microprocessor can be incorporated in the unit, thus eliminating any
need for multiple temperature calibration curves and unit conversion. This
would greatly simplify user operation.

(3) More elaborate electronic filtering of the microphone signals would
extend the range of the flowmeters.

(J4) Separate inputs for dilution and permeation flows would result in a
more precise adjustment of the flow ratios. A less resistive input path would
allow lower gas pressures at the inputs, which would simplify the sealing ~
requirements on the System.

(5) A more efficient heat transfer path could be designed for initial
temperature stability in the outer oven region. This would lead to increased
response time for temperature adjustments. . .

(6) Bonded fluidic stacks would eliminate leaks between laminates.

(7) A new manifold could be designed which would be easier to fabricate .
and also allow easier access to the permeation chamber. 0

(8) A settling tank could be incorporated into the unit to help reduce the
turbulence of the supply gases which lead to fluctuations in the flow
measurement.

22
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NOMENCLATURE

A. area of amplifier supply nozzle

C = - velocity profile constant , *1 _
C1.

bs  = width of supply nozzle

f = frequency

h s  = height of supply nozzle

K = constant (see eq (9)

Q = volumetric flow rate

= volumetric flow rate of supply jet

ta  = acoustic time delay (ac component)

tf = time constant of feedback channel (dc component)
f0

t = signal transport time of supply jet .*-2.

= average throughput velocity -'

xsp = nozzle-to-splitter distance 
A-.,

a = aspect ratio A-

T = total period of oscillation
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APPENDIX A

The position arnd orientation of the fluidic laminates in a circuit ar~

defined as the stacking order. For a more detailed description, see Joyce.

Following are the two stacking orders for the fluidic oscillators employed in

this device. Because of the absence of orientation information on the X- ..

format laminates, a photocopy of the actual laminates used is given.

0U

41e

,%

J. W JoceCataog f Fuidi C-ormt Lnjmt~sHary Dimon Laora

toris, HL-SR83- (Mach 183)

27.



APPENDIX A

Illustration A- I. Stacking order for permeation flowmeter.

Stacking order: 1 2 3 4 5 6

" HDL drawing No. 10042 10047 10047 10044 10033 1035

7 8 9 10 11 12

10034 10003a 10034 10035 10033 10044

a. 0.60: 0.006-in. nozzle width amplifier A'

A'v

8.,.

"2".

O
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APPENDIX A

Illustration A-2. Stacking order for dilution flowmeter.

Notch A "
position:

Stacking Part Notch Quantity Stacking Part Notch Quantity
sequence numbera required sequence numbera required

I 5048A A 1 21 5236A H 1
2 5021A B 1 22 630xx" H --

3 5021A C 1 23 5236A H I
4 5217A E 5 24 5237A H 1 0
5 5414A B 1 25 5239A A I

6 5239A C 3 26 5018A A I
7 5021 A H 1 27 5239A A I
8 501 ]A G 4 28 5237A A 1
9 5048A G 1 29 5236A A 1

10 5239A H 1 30 630xxd A --

11 5237A A 1 31 5236A A I
12 5236A A 1 32 5237A A I
13 630xx F -- 33 5239A A I
14 5236A A 1 34 5018A C 1

15 5237A A 1 35 5053A C 24

16 5239A H 1 36 511A F 2

17 5118A A 2 37 5042A D 1

18 5018A C 1 38 5043A G 1

19 5239A F 1 39 5022A E 1

20 5237A F 1 40 5022A H
41 Microphone/cover plate

apart numbers correspond to catalog numbers--see reference I.

Sa= 3.0, stage 1.
a = 4.0, stage 2.

ca = 8.33. stage 3.

29
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APPENDIX B

B-i. INSTALLATION

The chemical calibrator requires a regulated, external supply of
compressed air for flow input, as well as 120 Vac for the electrical system. e
A typical installation hookup can be seen in figure B-i. A well-regulated gas
source is essential for optimal system operation.

:n most cases, a compressed air tank with a regulator will suffice, but
when operating at high flow rates (>30 1/mn) an external settling tank is .
recommended to supply a steady quiet flow source to the instrument. This tank

will act as a filter to reduce disturbances present in turbulent f'low paths.

For an unloaded system (exhausted into atmosphere) a supply pressure of

10 psi should be sufficient. However, if the output has a substantial load,
It might be necessary to increase this input pressure in order to deliver

enough flow for the system to operate over the entire range of the dilution
flowmeter. Supply pressures greater than 50 psi are not recommended.

Under normal circumstances there is no need for any periodic maintenance

to this instrument.

B-2. OPERATOR INFORMATION

B-2.1 Temperature Controls .

The oven chamber consists of two separate heating stages, an

outer oven and an inner permeation oven, both with separate heat controls. .

Regulator

Gas in
-4

Calibrator

Tap-off

to 
instrument . :

Optional
settling

tank

Compressed

gas supply

Figure B-I. Typical laboratory no,;, r
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APPENDIX B

The front panel temperature display (see f ig. B-2) indicates the
temperature on the manifold block containing the permeation chamber. It is a
tightly regulated control loop which is adjusted by the permeation oven
controls, and is accurate to within ±0.010C. -

chmbr. There are two methods of adjusting temperature in the oven
chamer.Adjusting the temperature setting of the outer oven causes more or

less heat to be applied to the input gas heat exchanger (see f ig. B-3). The
basic idea behind this outer oven is to raise the temperature of the incoming
gas to a point closer to the setting of the permeation oven, in order to
achieve more accurate temperature regulation in the permeation chamber. It is
a "helper" oven of sorts. Since the temperature regulation of the outer oven
is relatively poor, it is recommended that the controls be set at least 100 C
lower than the setting of the permeation oven, so as not to interfere with the
operation of the permeation oven.

The second method of temperature adjustment is the permeation
oven control. This instrument was calibrated at a permeation oven setting of
35.0%C, which corresponds to a permeation oven temperature of 35-1 0C (display
readout). This discrepancy in the setting and the actual temperature is due ..-

to the thermal time constant of the stainless-steel block used in the
fabrication of the permeation chamber.

IMPORTANT: The warm-up time required to reach terrpprature
equilibrium at 35.1 0C is approximately 2-1/2 hours, at the minimum
bandwidth setting (see sect. B-2.2).

HDL-CRDC calibrator

1%

fl15~j~-64IIPermeation oven Coarse Fine
temperature Outer oven

Dilution flow Permeation flow control
Permeation oven controls

Tens Units Tenths
001/c 100%/

Dilution Permeation Percent power
valve valve On

Off Bandwidth

Figure B-2. Front panel controls.
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Microphone
outputs to signal
conditioner

Outer oven A -
* I 

a,.- ,,

= I IiI 
a-,:

:' Shutoff , .. ' lShuto,,f.valve I ",- r 'J valve "~Heat / ixing NA."

ata

exchangers Hchamber -ow To tsSupply in F Hi h fl Hh.W To test
I Permeation (2-40 1pm) instrument 0

P er m ato fluidic I
Control valve oven oscillator

* I Low-flow

L - (18-100 cm 3/min) I
fluidic oscillator 0

Figure B-3. Block diagram showing mechanical schematic of system.

The bandwidth control allows the accuracy of the temperature a-.
regulation in the permeation oven to be adjusted. The settings on the dial
correspond to oscillation excursions around the temperature set point. 0
Obviously, during use of this instrument, the lowest temperature excursion
possible is desirable, so it is recommended that the bandwidth adjustment be
kept at its minimum setting. A possible use for this bandwidth control might
be to decrease total warmup time. By gradually decreasing the bandwidth from
high to low during warmup, the total time required to attain regulated
temperature wili be decreased, but this requires supervision of the 0
instrument, so it is usually easier to sacrifice savings in time for,
convenience in this case.

E-2.2 Flow Controls

There are two different methods for adjusting flow through the 1
system: '1) increase the supply pressure to the system and (2) decrease the
load on the system. Method 2 can be done either by adjusting the dilution or
permeation valves (see fig. B-2) or by decreasing the load on the exhaust
outlet of the instrument.

Flow is increased by turning the valves counterclockwise. S
Setting a desired permeation/dilution flow ratio is not elementary, because of "
the single input to the instrument. There is some isolation between the
Inputs to the two flowmetering devices, because of a small isolation chamber
at the division of the input flow path (see fig. B-2). Howev r, because of
the large relative difference between the permeation flow (cm /min) and the
dilution flow (liters/min), complete isolation is not possible. 0
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Setting a desired flow ratio is at best a two-step process.

First the dilution flow is set to the required value using the calibration I
information provided in section 3. Wher. this setting is complete, then the

permeation flow may be set.

IMPORTANT: Adjustment of the dliution flow, after the permeation

flow has been set, wil cause a charnge in the permeatior, flow.
This is a result of the isolation problem discussed earlier. 0

However, small adustment of the permeation flow should have

ilttle to no effect or' the dilution flow.

.re iluton-flow display is the left LCD (see fig. 8-2. When
the valve i -.ut off, the display should read 1.50 ±0.02. It is important to

understand -_at flow less than the minimum flow range of the meter (<1.5 

7'mn may ne passing through the valve before registering on the display.

The display is relatively slow in reacting to changes in the flow

setting. Therefore, it is necessary to allow the display to come to a steady

state before taking a reading. The worst-case response time is never more

than 13 to 15 s from full off to full on. S

The permeation-flow display is the right LCD (see fig. R-2).

When the permeation valve is shut off, the display should read -0.364

G 0.002). The same situation exists between the no flow state (valve closed)
and the minimum measurable flow state as on the dilution-flow side. There
wii! be a noticeable click when the permeation valve is opened. This is a S

normal property of the valve and should not be of any concern. Slowly opening

the valve causes the display to change to a positive value. The first good

reading is +0.000 as shown in the calibration information. The operator

should practice with the valve to try to get some feel for the adjustability

of the meter.

IMPORTANT: It is possible to overshoot the flow range of the

permeation meter by allowing too much flow to pass through the

valve. This will result in a wildly flickering permeation flow

display reading. If this case occurs, the operator should "1
gradually decrease the valve setting until the reading is *

steady. A good reading should have no more than ±0.001 variation S

in the display.

If difficulty is encountered in setting the permeation-flow

valve, it is probably because the input pressure to the instrument is too

high, and the entire flow range may be passed over in a very slight turn of

the permeation valve. S

Two things can be done to alleviate this problem: (1) decrease

the input pressure to the instrument or (2) increase the dilution flow. Both

methods have the same effect, which is to reduce the pressure head at the .%.P J

input to the permeation valve, thereby making the valve easier to adjust.
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The perir-atior, chamberr :s integrated with the fj-owMot-r mar:fojd

and is manufactured entirely from 1( stainless steel. Tt corsists of a

cylindrica: chamner with a bottom n]et from the permeation f!owm-ter Thi .

flow passes through the chamber and -xits 't the top, whereupon it trav-]s

through coiled stain, os tu, g and into the highly baffIed mixing chamber. %

The permeation chamber J:' sealed at the top by a boited-down 0
cover, plate with an c;-ring type of seai. The cover plate, as well as its
mating surface at the top of the chamber, is manufactured from speclaily

hardened tool-grade stainless steel to resist surface deformation caused by

repeated opening of the chamber to reload. The o-ring is a C.020 in. high by
n! -r. L gold o-rin; which in seated in a groove at the top of the

chamer.

IMPORTANT: Tnis o-ring is not a reusable item. It must be
replaced every time the chamber is opened. The chamber is made to

accept a standard giass permeation tube with a porous bottom.

The cover plate is held down by four 1/2-in. nuts and washers •
mat r,g t' tire'aded stids on the chamber. The procedure for seal ing is as
follo ws:''-

f 11 
e. Jb

Caref'ully piace the permeation tube containing the agent into
the :'hamber.

2. Place - new gold o-ring into the grooved seat at the top of
the c.,amter.

3. Slide the cover plate over the studs very carefully so as not

to. disod,e the .- ning from its seat. It is essential that the o-ring remain
the seat for a seal to occur.

. Place the washers on the studs and hand-tightern the four nuts

to no,( the (cover piate in place.

Now thIe nuts must be torqued down ir. a diagonaliy opposed

pattfern to insure even force around the diameter of the o-ring. It is not

necessary t, torque cowr. these nuts excessively. A good turn with a 1/2-i'n.

nut driver is recommended for this operation.
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AMR ECME- AV: 'N: 'S LARC A""RY FE-22
ATTN AAhA-2, RICHARD JACORBS ATTN T. K. LAU

*WR : HT -P A TF S N', OH " 3 WASHINGTON, DO 2'0585

M MA N DEFR DEPARTMENT CF ENERGY
A (-'R 'E:F iH T -,YNAXICS L7ABOR'ATghRY F-317, 3TN (COAL GASIFICATION),
ATTN AFWAL PIG.L, H. SNOWFALL ATTN JIM CARR
ATTN A FliA --'F1 F , H. J. DOB;OEK WASHINGTON, DC- 20585
oi.I H-PA- 1.5 ON AER3, OH 4433

FEDERAL PUREAU GE INV.ESTIGATION
A;:3' " R E-'T '' J. EDGAR HOOVER BLDG

P510 AB S'' ATTN ROBERT WILLIS
N A'' WASHINGTON, DC 20535

JET PROPULSION L-ABORAT RY
AF :N"1 '" TEHC H NIL',G Y, A U ATTN JOHN V. WALSH, MS 125-1 38
AT T FRARY AFIT (LD) , 4800 OAK GROVE DRIVE

4 ' I APEA P PASADENA, CA 91103 1
AT'N AFI ENM, ML TON E. FRANKE

WF H-A.. ONAFB, OH 45-33 DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIIOE

~ REOT IMMIGRATION & NATURALIZATION SERVICE
I T -T- R 42 "I" STREET, NIA

A' LE'WE- F --'lNTIF!- RE-SEAR CH ATTN NEILL MCKAY
ATTN NE WASHINGTON, DO 20536
B .::N: AIR 22-

LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB
OOMMAN. E P0 BOX 16

AF WEAP-NO LAPOA TOR Y, A F'C ATTN FRANK FINCH, MS 17B
ATTN S!'L, TE"HiNICAL L"IBRARY LOS ALAMOS, NM B75

K'LAND A;;-; , N*H 71 IT 7
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER

AR NFN"'OA LRRAOYATTN MS 4914, H. R. HELLBAUM
AR :IFT -H' I'S CIV, BLFG 3 ATTN MS 135, TECHNICAL LIBRARY
AT-N N. M. 'FALL'AN HAMPTON, VA 23665

970- .'A", A'VE
ARC -NNE I'-P> NASA SCIENTIFIC & TECH INFO FACILITY

PO BOX 8657
-- P"vN F-NMRw ATTN ACQUISITIONS BRANCH
N A I: NAL OEA G STANDAR DS BALTIMORE/W4ASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL
AT-N 'A Y E,;'H LGL:EY, CHIEF, AIRPORT, MD 21240

'FM ATl:RE GE:TION
AlT' ". NE!',AS S-lTATE: OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

'FMI ITRY CIVIG ION CENTRAL RES LIBRARY, BLDG 4500N,
AT"'N 4Y C' S , RMR- BL-OG 2-'! RM 175
ATT-N GEORGE HO-RNS, RM P-21-2, ILDG L2 P0 PO'X X
WHINGTO)N, F) " 20230 ATTN E. HOWARD

ATT17N -'. A. M()SSMAN
DEPART'MENT OF CO0MMERCE ATTN E. E. HARPER

* O': G EAS T-WEST TRADE OAK RCOG]E, TN 381'
O FFICE OF EXPORT ADMINISTRATION
ATTN WALTER J. R*IONAC-K SO ENTIFT(- .IBRARY
WAS HINGTON, DC "0230 11S PATENT OFF WE

ATTN MRS. ClURET iN
*DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY WASHiINGjTON, D0
* C iSP, -ITN 'OART)

ATTN ROBERT ROBERTO MASSA CHUSE TTS INSTITTTE GE TECHNOLOG]Y
*ATTN SANDY DAPKO-NAS' ATTN ENG-INEERING3 TEOHN :CI'M, PRS

WASHINGTO-N. DC 205SF' RM 1O-'408
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DISTRIBUTION (cont'd)

MASSA-H! SETT: TNCT:TJTE CF TECHNOLOGY BOWLES FLUIDICS CORPORATION
lcont'd) ATTN VICE PRES/ENGR

ATTN AVID WORMLEY, MECH ENGR DEPT, 6625 DOBBINS RD
pM 3-146 COLUMBIA, MD 21000

77 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE .
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139 R. F. BOWLES

2105 SONDRA COURT
UINIVERSITY CF NEW HAMPSHIRE SILVER SPRING, MD 20904 .,-%

MECH ENGR DEPT, KINGSBURY HALL
ATTN PCF. CHARLES TAFT CONTROL SYSTEMS INNOVATION
ATTN PROF. DAVID LIMBERT ATTN N. F. MACIA
LUPHAM, NH Oq824 517 EAST ORION STREET

TEMPE, AZ 85283
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT ARLINGTON
MECHANIVAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT CORNING GLASS WORKS
ATTN ROHERT L. WOODS ELECTRONIC MATERIALS PLANT
ARLINGTON, TX 76019 ATTN SAM KASZCZYNEC

PAINTED POST, NY 14870
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

OF STATE UNIV CORNING GLASS WORKS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT FLUIDIC PRODUCTS
ATTN PROF. H. MOSES ATTN R. H. BELLMAN
BLACKSBURG, VA 24061 HOUGHTON PARK, B-2

CORNING, NY 14830
ACCUMETRIX CORP
ATTN R. M. PHILLIPPI (2 COPIES) CHRYSLER CORPORATION
1500 WILSON BLVD PO BOX 118
ARLINGTON, VA 22209 CIMS-41 8-33-22

ATTN L. GAU
BARBER-COLMAN CO DETROIT, MI 48231
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS DIVISON
ATTN GARY FREDERICK TEKNOCRAFT, INC
1354 CLIFFORD AVENUE ATTN V. S. KUMAR
PO BOX 2940 1300 CLEARMONT ST, SUITE 6
LOVES PARK, IL 61132-2960 PALM BAY, FL 32905

BARNES ENGINEERING CO ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE p

ATTN FRED SWEIBAUM PO BOX 10412 W

30 COMMERCE ROAD ATTN MS. M. ANGWIN,
STAMFORD, CT 06904 P. M. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

3412 HILLVIEW AVE
BELL HELICOPTER COMPANY PALO ALTO, CA 94303
PC POX ,82
ATTN R. D. YEARY ENGINEERING SOCIETIES LIBRARY
FT WORTH. TX 7,101 ATTN ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT

ATTN HOWARD GORDON
BENDIX CORPCRATION 345 EAST 47TH STREET
ELE)TRODYNAMICS DIVISION NEW YORK, NY 10017
ATTN D. COOPER
11600 'HERMAN WAY FLUIDICS QUARTERLY
N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 90605 Po BOX 2989

ATTN D. H. TARUMOTO 5
BOEING COMPANY, THE STANFORD, CA 94305
PC BOX 3707
ATTN HENRIK STRAUB
SEATTLE, WA 98124
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DISTRIBUTION (cont'd) '

FOXBORO COMPANY MOORE PRODUC TS COMPANY
CORPORATE ATTN R. ADAMS -

RESEARCH ",IV SPRING HOUSE, PA '9477

4. ATTN JAMES VIONOS

ATTN J. DECARLO MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION

ATTN JOHN CHANG AEROSPACE DIVISION

ATTN TOM KEGEL ATTN R. K. BRODERSON, MP 326 ,.

438 NEPONSET AVE PO BOX 5837

FOXBORO, MA 02035 ORLANDO, FL 32805
I

GARRETT FLUID SYSTEMS COMPANY MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY

ATTN TREVOR SUTTON GUIDANCE & CONTROL MECHANICS DIVISION

ATTN TOM TIPPETTS ATTN ROYAL GUENTHER .4.

ATTN C. ABBOTT ST LOUIS, MO 63166
PO BOX 22200 -.

1300 W. WARNER ROAD MCDONNELL DO"GLAS ASTRONAUTICS CC

TEMPE, AZ 85282 PROPULSION DEPARTMENT I
ATTN V. E. HALOULAKOS (A3-226)

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY ATTN J. D. SCHWEIKLE (A3-226)

SACE/RES DIVISIONS 5301 BOLSA AVENUE

PO BOX 8555 HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92' !7

ATTN MOR LIBRARIES, LARRY CHASEN %

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101 NATIONAL FLUID POWER ASSOC.

ATTN JOHN R. LUEKE p
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY DIR OF TECH SERVICES

KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY 3333 NORTH MAYFAIR ROAD

ATTN D. KROMMENHOEK MILWAUKEE, WI 53222

SCHENECTADY, NY 12301

NORTHRUP CORP, ELECTROWICS DIV

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION ATTN DESMOND NELSON,

DELCO ELECTRONICS DIV SENOIR ENGINEER p
MANFRED G. WRIGHT ORGN C3133, W/C

NEW COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 2301 W. 120TH ST

PO BOX 1104 HAWTHORNE, CA 90250

ATTN R. E. SPARKS

KOKOMO, IN 46901 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

COLUMBUS AIRCRAFT DIVISION, PC BOX 1259

GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION ATTN MARVIN SCHWEIGER

TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER ATTN LOUIS BIAFORE

ATTN C. W. TURNER, DOCUMENTS 4300 E. 5TH AVENUE

LIBRARIAN COLUMBUS, OH 43216 ',.

ATTN ROBERT BENOIT, MS C22-025

SOUTH OYSTER BAY ROAD SANDIA LABORATORIES

BETHPAGE, L. I., NY 11714 ATTN WILLIAM R. LEUENBERGER, DIV 2323

ATTN JERRY HOOD
HAMILTON STANDARD ATTN NED KELTNER

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ATTN ANTHONY VENERUSO, DIV 47"2

ATTN PHILIP BARNES ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87185

WINDSOR LOCKS, CT 06096

DEFENSE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGIES, INC
HONEYWELL, INC ATTN DR. T. DRZEWIECKI (2 COPIES)
ATTN J. HEDEEN 358 HUNGERFORD DRIVE

ATTN W. POSINGIES ROCKVILLE, MD 20852

1625 ZARTHAN AVE

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55413 SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

ATTN J. R. SOEHNLEIN

HR TEXTRON, INC NORTH MAIN STREET

ATTN KENNETH A. HAIR STRATFORD, CT 06602.
25200 WEST RYE CANYON ROAD

VALENCIA, CA 91355
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DISTRIBUTION (cont'd) "p
TRANS-TECH, INC US ARMY LABORATORY COMMAND 0
ATTN L. DOMINGUES ATTN TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, AMDEL-CT
12 MEEM AVE
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20760 INSTALLATION SUPPORT ACTIVITY

ATTN LEGAL OFFICE, SLCIS-CCPSITRON, INC 
%F %

ATTN L. SIERACKI (2 COPIES 
SAISCPC BOX 56 ATTN RECORD COPY, ASNC-ADL-TS

COLUMBIA, MD 21045  ATTN TECHNICAL REPORTS BRANCH,

ASNC-ADL-TR (2 COPIES)UNITED TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER
ATTN E. HOCKADAY, MS88 HARRY DIAMOND LABORATORIES
-0 SILVER LANE ATTN D/DIVISION DIRECTORS
P. HARTFORD, CT 06108 ATTN HDL LIBRARY , 81100 (3 COPIES) .

ATTN HDL LIBRARY (WOODBRIDGE), 81100VOUGHT CORP ATTN LANHAM, C., SLCHD-TT
CBOX 2259CC ATTN CHIEF, SLCHD-TA-O
ATTN KELLEY FLING ATTN C. ROSS, SLCHD-NW-RH
DALAS, TX 75265 ATTN J. GRILLS, SLCHD-IT-R (25 COPIES)
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